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INTRODUCTION
The sandstone aquifer, which includes the rocks of Cumbrian age and the Prairie du Chien Group and St. Peter Sandstone of Ordovician age, is one of the most productive water-bearing units in Wisconsin and is the principal source of ground-water supply in the Green Bay area. The Niagara Dolomite, although largely undeveloped, is potentially an important aquifer in the eastern part of the area. Small amounts of water are obtained from the Platteville Formation of Ordovician age and from sand and gravel deposits of Pleistocene age. All the public water supplies in the area, except the supply for the city of Green Bay, and many of the industrial water supplies are obtained from wells tapping the sandstone aquifer.
The city of Green Bay formerly obtained its water supply from wells tapping the sandstone aquifer; however, in August 1957, the GROUND-WATER IN GREEN BAY AREA, WISCONSIN, 1950-60 J3 city began using Lake Michigan as a source of water supply and its wells were placed on a standby or emergency basis. The cassation of the pumping of ground water by the city of Green Bay resulted in a decrease in withdrawals from the sandstone aquifer from 13.1 mgd (million gallons per day) in the first part of 1957 to 5.3 mgd in the last part, a decrease of about 60 percent. The decrease ir the withdrawals caused a rapid recovery in water levels in wells tapping the sandstone aquifer the amount of the recovery decreasing with increasing distance from the Green Bay public supply wells.
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This progress report presents information on ground-water conditions in the Green Bay area in 1950-60, with particular reference to the recovery of water levels during the period 1957-60 in wells tapping the sandstone aquifer. Special emphasis was placed on estimating the hydraulic characteristics of the sandstone aquifer by relating the reduction in pumpage in 1957 to the recovery of water levels in observation wells in 1957-60. It was anticipated that a comparison of the hydraulic characteristics obtained from this long-term anuifer test with those determined from several short-term aquifer tests in 1948-49 (Drescher, 1953, p. 28 ) might indicate the reliability of information obtained from short-term tests for use in predicting the long-term effects on water levels that are due to changes in pumpage in the area.
This report was prepared as a part of the program of ground-water studies in Wisconsin by the U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation with the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, G. F. Hanson, State Geologist. The work was done under the general direction of C. L. R. Holt, Jr., district geologist in charge of the cooperative ground-water program in Wisconsin.
LOCATION AND EXTENT OF AREA
The Green Bay area includes the western three-fourths of Brown County, the eastern one-ninth of Outagamie County, and a small area in eastern Shawano County ( fig. 1 ). It is in eastern Wisconsin at the south end of Green Bay and lies between lat 44° 15' and 44°40' N. and long 87°54' and 88°15' W. The area, which covers about 525 square miles, is about 29 miles from north to south and about 18 miles from east to west.
The estimated population of the Green Bay area in 1960 was 124,000. The population of the principal cities and villages was as follows: Green Bay, 62, 888; De Pere, 10, 045; Howard, 3, 485; Pukski, 1, 540; and Wrightstown, 840 The most prominent topographic feature in the Green Bay area is a west-facing escarpment of Niagara Dolomite that trends southwestward, roughly parallel to Green Bay and the Fox River ( fig. 1 ). The top of the escarpment ranges in altitude from about 700 tc about 950 feet, and in some places the escarpment forms cliffs more than 100 feet high.
A broad valley of low relief lies immediately west of tr°. Niagara escarpment and, extends northeastward from the southwestern corner of the area through the cities of Wrightstown, De Pere, and Green Bay. It is drained by the Fox River and its tributary streams into Green Bay, a large arm of Lake Michigan. Northwestward from Green Bay and the Fox River the land surface rises from an altitude of about 600 feet at Wrightstown and 580 feet at Green Bay to an altitude of about 800 feet at Pulaski. The northwestern part of the area is gently rolling and is drained by Duck Creek and the Suamico River and their tributaries into Green Bay. The direction of flow of Duck Creek, except near its mouth, is largely controlled by i wo ridges, probably eskers, which parallel the stream and are the most prominent topographic features west of the Fox River.
The area east of the escarpment is rolling. It is drained by the headwaters of streams that flow eastward or southeastward into Lake Michigan.
CLIMATE
The climate of the Green Bay area is characterized by co)d winters and mild summers. The average annual temperature at Green Bay during the period of record, 1887-1959, was 44.4°F. The average monthly temperatures ranged from 16.5°F in January to 70.4°F in July. The record-low temperature, 36°F, occurred in January 1888, and the record-high temperature, 104°F, occurred in July 1936.
The average annual precipitation at Green Bay during the period of record, 1887-1959, was 28.36 inches. The annual precipitation ranged from 16.31 inches in 1930 to 38.03 inches in 1914. June had the greatest precipitation, with an average of 3.41 inches; January had the least, with an average of 1.36 inches.
The average monthly precipitation and temperature and the annual precipitation for the period of record, 1887-1959, are summarized graphically in figure 2.
USE OF WATER
The city of Green Bay is a major Great Lakes port and is the rail center for northeastern Wisconsin. The principal industries in the area include shipping, foundries, canning, meat packing, cold storage, power generation, and the manufacture or processing; of paper, dairy products, sugar, soap, furs, leather, and beer. Dairy farming is the principal business in the rural part of the Green Bay area. Several small dairy-products processing plants are in the rural areas Large quantities of water are used for public and industrial supplies in the Green Bay area. In 1959, the average withdrawal of surface and ground water for all uses was estimated at 495 mgd. In dustrial use accounted for 98.0 percent of the withdrawals, public supply for 1.2 percent, and rural use for 0.8 percent. About 1.8 percert of the withdrawals was from wells, 12.6 percent was from the Fox River, 83.8 percent was from Green Bay, 1.6 percent was from Lake Michigan, and 0.2 percent was from small streams. Of the withdrawal from wells, about 3.3 mgd was for industrial use, about 2.6 mgd was for public supply, and about 3.0 mgd was for rural use. The withdrawals GROUND-WATER IN GREEN BAY AREA, WISCONSIN, 1950-60 J7 from the sandstone aquifer amounted to 5.4 mgd; the remainder, 3.5 mgd, was obtained from shallower aquifers.
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The city of Green Bay obtains its water supply from Lake Michigan. All other public water supplies in the area are obtained from groundwater sources and include the supplies for the cities or villages of De Pere, Howard, Pulaski, and Wrightstown, and the towns of Allouez, Ashwaubenon, and Preble.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Several studies have been made of the geology or ground-water resources of all or part of the Green Bay area.
Reconnaissance studies of the geology and ground water in Brown and Outagamie Counties, in which the Green Bay area is situ?ted, were made by Chamberlin (1877) and Weidman and Schultz (1915) . The Pleistocene geology of the area was studied in detail by Thwaites (1943) and Thwaites and Bertrand (1957) .
The ground-water conditions in Brown County to 1950, with particular reference to the sandstone aquifer, were described in detail by Drescher (1953) . Aquifer tests were made to determine the hydraulic characteristics of the sandstone aquifer at Green Bay and De Pere, and computations were made of the probable declines in water levels for different conditions of pumping. The report by Drescher has served as the chief source of material for the discussion of th°i geology and occurrence of ground water in this report.
Detailed studies of the geology and ground-water resources of Outagamie County were made by LeRoux (1957) . The hyd^ographs of several observation wells in the Green Bay area are given by Audini, Berkstresser, and Knowles (1959) .
METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
The investigation for this report was begun in July 1957 and continued to September 1960. A network of 30 observation wells tapping the sandstone aquifer was established in July-August 1957. Prior to the cessation of pumpage, the levels in the observation wells were measured to determine the position of the piezometric surface. After the cessation of pumping, the levels were measured at sufficiently close intervals of time to define the rate and amount of recovery of the piezometric surface. The network of observation wells included 2 wells equipped with recording gages and 7 wells that had been measured periodically since as early as 1946 as a part of the cooperative groundwater program in Wisconsin.
An inventory was made of almost all wells tapping the sandstone aquifer that had been drilled in the area since the investigation by Dresoher (1953, p. 14-20) , and many of the wells listed by Drescher were revisited. The locations of the wells are shown in plate 1. The wells are numbered in the order that they were inventoried, respectively, in Brown and Outagamie Counties. The letter prefixes, Bn for wells in Brown County and Ou for wells in Outagamie County, have been omitted on plate 1.
Records of pumpage for 1950-60 were obtained for all wells tapping the standstone aquifer that produce more than a few gallors per minute. The annual pumpage from 1886, when the first well in the area to the sandstone aquifer was drilled, to 1949 is given by Drescher (1953, p. 22) .
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GENERAL GEOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY
The Green Bay area is underlain by a basement complex of crystalline rocks of Precambrian age. Sedimentary rocks of Cambrian, Ordovician, and Silurian ages overlie the crystalline rocks. These rocks are divided, from bottom to top, as follows: The Dresbach Group, Franconia Sandstone, and Trempealeau Formation of Cambrian age; the Prairie du Chien Group, St. Peter Sandstone, Platteville Formation, and Maquoketa Shale of Ordovician age; and the Niagara Dolomite of Silurian age. Unconsolidated deposits of Pleistocene and Recent age overlie the older rocks throughout the area. The Platteville Formation, as the name is used in this report, may include rocks of the same age as the Decorah Formation and Galena Dolomite; however, the Decorah Formation and Galena Dolomite have not been identified in the subsurface in the Green Bay area. A stratigraphic outline and summary of the water-bearing properties of the rocks underlying the Green Bay area are given in table 1.
The thickness and attitude of the rock units underlying the Green Bay area are shown graphically in the stratigraphic sections in plate 2. The stratigraphic section shown in plate 2 is approximately down the dip of the bedrock formations and extends from Pulaski through Green Bay to Denmark. The section shown in plate 2 extends along the Fox River valley from Kaukauna to Green Bay and is roughly Sandstone, light-gray to pink, fine-to mediumgrained; contains a few beds of pink to red siltstone and sandy dolomite.
Sandstone, light-gray, fineto coarse-grained, wellcemented, dolomitic, glauconitic.
Sandstone, light-gray to white, fine-to coarsegrained, well-cemented, hard.
Granite, red, pink, and gray and other crystalline rocks. Weathered at top.
Water-bearing properties
Generally yield only small quantities of water. May be important aquifer at few places where deposits consist chiefly of sand and gravel.
Yields moderate quantities of water to wells and springs from solutionally enlarged openings a'ong fractures and bedding planes.
Not important as an aquifer. Relatively impermeable.
Yields small quantities of water.
S a n d s t o n e aqui f er
Yields moderate to large quantities of water where unit is thick.
Yield moderate to large quant'ties of water depeniing on permeabi'Hy and thickness. Rocks of Dresbach Group reported to be most productive.
Virtually impe-meable except in weathered zones. Yield little or no water.
' Based on well logs.
along the strike of the bedrock formations. The consolidated rocks dip eastward at about 25 to 35 feet per mile. Because the dip of the beds is greater than the slope of the land surface, the formations lie at progressively greater depths eastward. The rocks of the Dresbach Group, Franconia Sandstorm, Trempealeau Formation, Prairie du Chien Group, and St. Peter Sandstone are connected hydraulically. These units can be considered to form one aquifer, wThich Drescher (1953, p. 9) called the sandstone aquifer.
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The geology of the rock units included in the sandstone aquifer is discussed in considerable detail in the section "Geology and hydrology of sandstone aquifer." (See p. Jll.)
The Platteville Formation overlies the sandstone aquifer throughout the Green Bay area, except in the northwest corner. It conformably overlies the St. Peter Sandstone in most of the area; however, where the St. Peter is absent, as in some wells at Green Pay (pi. 2), the Platteville rests unconformably on the rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group. In the area west of the East Kiver, the Platteville Formation is overlain by a varying thickness of Pleistocene and Recent deposits and crops out at a few places along Duel* Creek and the Suamico River; to the east it is overlain by the Maquoketa Shale. The Platteville consists of about 60 to 213 feet of thin-to mediumbedded dolomite that contains some chert and shale. Water occurs in openings along fracjtures and bedding planes in the formation.
The Maquoketa Shale is present in the eastern part of the Green Bay area where it unconformably overlies the Platteville Formation. It crops out or is covered to a shallow depth by deposits of Pleistocene and Recent ages in a belt, about 1 to 5 miles wide, west of and adjacent to the Niagara escarpment. In the area east of the Niagara escarpment, the Maquoketa Shale is overlain by the Niagara Dolomite. The Maquoketa Shale consists of compact blue-gray shale that contains a few thin beds of dolomite. Records are not available on the thickness of the Maquoketa in the Green Bay area, but the Maquoketa is 325 feet thick in a well at Denmark in southeastern Brown County. Little or no recoverable water is found in the Maquoketa Shale.
The Niagara Dolomite is present in the eastern part of the Green Bay area. The west edge of the area of outcrop of the dolomite forms the prominent west-facing Niagara escarpment. The Niagara Dolomite unconformably overlies the Maquoketa Shale and is unconformably overlain by a varying thickness of Pleistocene and Recent deposits. It consists of thin-to massive-bedded light-gray dolomite that is fine grained and contains some chert. Records are not available on the thickness of the. Niagara Dolomite in the aret of this report, but the Niagara is 360 feet thick in a well at Denmark in southeastern Brown County. Ground water occurs in the Niagara in openings along fractures and bedding planes, many of which have been enlarged by solution.
Unconsolidated deposits of Pleistocene and Recent age overlie the consolidated rocks in most of the Green Bay area. These deposits, largely of Pleistocene age and glacial origin, consist of till and stratified clay, silt, sand, and gravel. Till is an unstratified and imsorted mixture of sediments. The unconsolidated deposits range in thickness from a thin veneer to about 235 feet. In general, the deposits are GROUND-WATER IN GREEN BAY AREA, WISCONSIN, 1950-60 JH thickest along the East River and thinnest east of the Niagara escarpment and in the northwestern part of the area along tr-?, Suamico River. Deposits of sand are present at some places along the Fox River from De Pere northward and along the shores of Green Bay.
The only rocks in the Green Bay area in which little or no recoverable water is found are the rocks of Precambrian age and the Maquoketa Shale. The sandstone aquifer is the most important source of ground water and supplies large quantities of water for public and industrial use. The Niagara Dolomite, although largely undeveloped,, is potentially a source of moderate to large pmounts of water in the eastern part of the area. Many small springs issue from the Niagara along the escarpment. In general, only small amounts of water are obtained from the Platteville Formation and from the deposits of Pleistocene age, although in 1960, Preble pump?d an average of 560 thousand gallons per day from a well tapping the Pleistocene deposits. Further study is needed to determine the importance of the Platteville Formation and the deposits of Pleistocene age as sources of water supply.
GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY OF SANDSTONE A QUIFER

DESCRIPTION
The sandstone aquifer includes the rocks of the Late Cambrian age and the Prairie du Chien Group and St. Peter Sandstone of Ordovician age. It ranges in thickness from 550 to 640 feet in the Green Bay area.
The rocks of Late Cambrian age comprise the largest part of the sandstone aquifer and range in thickness from about 320 to 415 feet. They are divided, in ascending order, into the Dresbach Group, the Franconia Sandstone, and the Trempealeau Formation. The Dresbach Group includes the Mt. Simon, Eau Claire, and Galesville Sandstones, but these sandstone units have not been differentiated in the subsurface in the Green Bay area.
The rocks of the Dresbach Group are present throughout the Green Bay area and unconformably overlie crystalline rocks of Precambrian age. They consist of fine-to coarse-grained sandstone that is generally light-gray to white but includes a few zones that are pink. The Dresbach Group ranges in thickness from 165 to 270 feet, and in some places it is indurated and difficult to drill.
The Franconia Sandstone conformably overlies the ro^ks of the Dresbach Group and consists of 50 to 155 feet of fine-to coarsegrained dolomitic glauconitic sandstone. It is chiefly light-gray, but white, pink, and red occur also. The Franconia is indurated but is not as difficult to drill as the Dresbach.
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The Trempealeau Formation conformably overlies the Franconia Sandstone and consists chiefly of light-gray to pink fine-to mediumgrained sandstone, with a few thin beds of pink to red siltstone and sandy dolomite. It ranges in thickness from 15 to 55 feet except in the vicinity of De Pere where it was removed by erosion prior to the deposition of younger rocks (pi. 2).
The rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group conformably overlie the Trempealeau Formation. The group consists chiefly of thin-to massive-bedded dolomite that contains some layers of chert, sandstone, and shale. The dolomite is light-gray to white and fairly hard. The rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group vary greatly in thickness within relatively short distances, because the top of the Prairie du Chien is an erosional surface that is very irregular. The Prairie du Chien Group generally ranges in thickness from about 100 to 265 feet; however, the rocks of this group were removed by erosion in tl ^ vicinity of De Pere and Howard prior to the deposition of the St. Peter Sandstone (pi. 2).
The St. Peter Sandstone unconformably overlies the rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group or the Trempealeau Formation. It consists of white to pink, fine-to medium-grained sandstone that is dolomitic at some places. Thin beds of red shale commonly occur near the base of the formation. The St. Peter Sandstone was deposited on the eroded surface of the rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group or the Trempealeau Formation and, thus, has an irregular lower surface. The upper surface, however, is relatively even, and the combined thickness of the St. Peter Sandstone and the rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group is fairly uniform. Where the Prairie du Chien is uncommonly thick, the St. Peter is generally thin or absent. Similarly, where the rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group are thin or missing, the St. Peter Sandstone is thick. The St. Peter Sandstone is thin or missing in many of the wells at Green Bay. It reaches a thickness of 290 feet, however, a short distance away at De Pere.
WATER-BEARING CHARACTERISTICS
Ground water occurs in the sandstone aquifer in openings along fractures and bedding planes and in interstices between the sand grains. The permeability of the sandstone aquifer is varirble, especially in a vertical direction, because of changes in the sorting of the sand and the presence of dolomite strata in the upper pr.rt of the aquifer. The beds of sandstone in the lower part of the aquifer probably to have the greatest permeability and are the most productive. The dolomite contributes only small amounts of water from openings along fractures and bedding planes.
The rates of discharge of public supply and industrial w?-lls tapping the sandstone aquifer range from about 200 to more tl an 1,000 gpm (gallons per minute). (See table 2.) Wells penetrating the entire thickness of the sandstone aquifer and yielding probably from 500 to 1,000 gpm each could be drilled throughout the area.
The relation between the rate of discharge and the resultant drawdown in water level in a pumped well is known as the specific capacity and is generally expressed in gallons per minute per foot of drawdown. For example, if a well is pumped at a rate of 1,000 gpm and the water level is lowered 200 feet, the specific capacity of the well is 5 gpm per ft of drawdown. Similarly, a specific capacity of 5 gpm per ft of drawdown implies that, within certain limits, the discharge of the well will be increased 5 gpm for each foot of increased drawdown. The specific capacity of a well depends both on the hydraulic characteristics of the aquifer and on the construction and development of the well. Specific capacities that were determined for the wells pumped during the aquifer tests at Green Bay in 1948-49 or that were reported by well owners or well drillers for wells in other parts of the Green Bay area are given in table 2. The locations of the wells are shown in plate 1.
The withdrawal of water from a well causes a decline in the water level at the well, creating a hydraulic gradient that increase? in slope toward the well. The hydraulic gradient forms an inverted cone centered at the well, known as the cone of depression. The cone becomes larger as the discharge from the well continues. Other factors being equal, the quantity of water moving toward a well is propor-
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J14 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HYDROLOGY OF THE UNITED STATES tional to the gradient of the cone of depression. Two or more wells in the same area may compete for the available water if they are closely spaced and their cones of depression overlap. Wells tapping the sandstone aquifer should be properly spaced to avc^d excessive mutual interference.
RECHARGE
Recharge to the sandstone aquifer in the Green Bay ar3a is derived chiefly from precipitation that infiltrates at or near the outcrop area of the aquifer in northwestern Brown County, eastern Outagamie and Shawano Counties, and southern Oconto County. The water probably percolates to the sandstone aquifer through the overlying Pleistocene and Recent deposits and possibly through the Platteville Formation where it is thin and fractured. The approximate eastern extent of the recharge area in the Green Bay area is shown in plate 1. The sandstone aquifer also receives a small amount of water by downward leakage from the Platteville Formation at the places in the Green Bay area where the piezometric surface of water in the sandstone aquifer is at a lower level than it is in the Platteville, particularly along Duck Creek. Drescher (1953, p. 45) estimated that the recharge r,rea for the sandstone aquifer from which the water is pumped in the vicinity of Green Bay is about 200 square miles. If as much as 10 percent (probably a conservative estimate), or about 3 inches, of the average annual precipitation percolates to the water table in the recharge area, the recharge would be about 30 mgd. PTTMPAQB Ground-water withdrawals from wells tapping the sandstone aquifer began when the first well was drilled at De Pere in If ?6. Pumping of ground water for public supply and industrial use gradually increased in response to the needs of an expanding population and the industrial development of the area. Withdrawals of water averaged about 6 mgd in 1940, about 10 mgd in 1950, and about 13 mgd in the first half of 1957. Prior to August 1957, more than 50 percent of the withdrawals were made by the city of Green Bay. About half of the water pumped by Green Bay was supplied to industries. From August 1957 through 1960, average yearly pumpage of water from the sandstone aquifier remained relatively constant at about 5J/4-5i/^ mgd. About 40 percent of the, pumpage was for public supply, and about 60 percent was for industrial use.
The annual pumpage of ground water from the sandstone aquifer by the city of Green Bay, other public supplies, and self-supplied industries for 1886-1960 is shown in figure 3 . The monthly pumpage for 1950-60 is shown in figure 4 . The total pumpage in tha< area prior 195T~ 1952 195T~ | 1953 195T~ | 1954 195T~ [ 1955 195T~ 1956~ 1957 195T~ | 1958 195T~ ' 1959 195T~ | 1960 . Monthly pumpage of ground water from the sandstone aquifer in the Green Bay area, Wisconsin, 1950-60. to 1947 is based on estimates by Drescher (1953, p. 25) . T% e amount of water pumped in 1960 by type of industry is given in tf,ble 3; the amount withdrawn for public supply is given in table 4. The static (nonpumping) water level at De Pere in 1886, when the first deep well tapping the sandstone aquifer was drilled, was 92 feet above land surface (Weidman and Schultz, 1915, p. 77) . The static water level at Green Bay was reportedly 97 feet above lane1 surface. By about 1905, water levels had declined to 28 feet above land surface at De Pere and 21 feet at Green Bay. As withdrawals of ground water for public supply and industrial use continued to increase, the levels in wells continued to decline. In well Bn 9, in downtown Green Bay near the center of the cone of depression, nonpumping-groundwater levels had declined to about 310 feet below land surface by 1950 and about 340 feet below land surface by 1957 ( fig. 5 ) . In well Bn 11, at De Pere on the south flank of the cone of depression, nonpumping levels had declined to about 135 feet below land surface by 1950 and about 170 feet below land surface by 1957 ( fig. 6) .
Records of water levels in observation wells in the sandston e aquifer throughout the Green Bay area show a persistent long-term trend of declining water levels until August 1957 as a result of the gradually increasing withdrawals of ground water ( fig. 7, 8 ). The large withdrawals of ground water, chiefly in the vicinity of the city of Green Bay, resulted in declines in water levels at relatively great distances from the city ; for example the level in well Dr 11, in southwestern Door County about 20 miles northeast of Green Bay, declined about 20 feet from 1950 to 1957.
The cessation of pumping from wells by the city of Green Bay in August 1957 resulted in a decrease in withdrawals of ground water in the area from about 13.1 mgd in the first half of 1957 to about 5.3 mgd in the last half (a decrease of about 60 percent) and a rapid recovery in water levels. The water level in well Bn 9, near the center of pumping, had recovered about 165 feet by February 1958 rnd about 250 feet by September 1960 (fig. 5 ). Rises in water levels in observation wells were recorded throughout the Green Bay area ( fig. 5-8 Pumping levels (water levels in wells while they are being pumped) were as low as about 500 feet below land surface at Green Pay and about 470 feet at Preble in July-August 1957. By August 1960, the pumping levels at Preble liad recovered to about 300 feet below land surface.
The piezometric surface of water in the sandstone aquifer in August 1957 , February 1958 , and September 1960 is shown on the maps in J22 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HYDROLOGY OF THE UFITED STATES plates 4, 5, and 6. The contours on the maps show the position and areal extent of the cone of depression as it existed at the indicated times and the altitudes of water levels in wells tapping the sandstone aquifer. The maps also show the direction of movement of water, which is approximately normal to the contour lines.
Plate 4 is a map of the piezometric surface immec'iately before pumping was discontinued from the Green Bay city wells. A deep cone of depression having a relief of at least 200 feet was centered in downtown Green Bay. The greatest movement of water toward the cone seemed to be from the northwest, in which direction lies the recharge area.
By February 1958 the shape of the piezometric surface had changed materially (pi. 5). In the 6-month period from August 1957 to February 1958 the deep cone of depression was replaced by a relatively shallow cone, owing to the cessation of pumping by Gre-m Bay. The greatest movement of water still seemed to be from th?, northwest.
Between February 1958 and September 1960 (31 montl ^) water levels continued to rise in response to the reduction in purr page, and by September 1960 there remained only a small cone of depression (pi. 6). The deepest part of the cone was at Preble. In September 1960, water levels in wells tapping the sandstone aquifer in the vicinity of Green Bay seemed to be affected more by local variatior s in the rates of pumping by industries and public supplies than by the recovery resulting from the 1957 reduction in pumping at Green Bay.
The piezometric maps (pis. 4-6) indicate there may be some recharge to the sandstone aquifer from Duck Creek by downward leakage through the Platteville Formation.
POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
The sandstone aquifer is a potential source of large additional quantities of water. Wells that will yield 500 to 1,000 gpm each can be developed in most of the area. The estimated available recharge is at least 30 mgd. If the aquifer is properly developed, this amount of recharge could support 5 to 6 times the average withdrawal in 196C without exceeding the perennial yield of the sandstone rauifer. The spacing of wells so as to enlarge the area of withdrawal would decrease the mutual interference between wells. Dispersal of wells westward toward the recharge area would be more effective in reducing mutual interference than dispersal in any other direction.
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF WATER
Water that falls as rain or snow contains only small quantities of dissolved mineral matter, but upon reaching the grounc1 it begins to dissolve minerals from the soil and rocks. The amount and kind of dissolved minerals in ground water vary greatly from place to place, depending upon such factors as the amount and type of organic material in the soil, the type of rocks through or over which the water moves, the length of time the water is in contact with the soil and rocks, and the temperature and pressure of the water. Seme rocks contain easily soluble minerals, and, as a result, water passing through or over them will become highly mineralized. Other rocks consist of relatively insoluble minerals, and the water passing through or over them will tend to dissolve only relativey small amounts of mineral matter. Calcium and magnesium are present in nearly all ground water, because they are dissolved easily from deposits of limestone, dolomite, and other rocks. Other constituents commonly found in ground water are iron, manganese, sodium, potassium, silic?-, carbonate, bicarbonate, sulfate, chloride, fluoride, and nitrate. TTie source and significance of these dissolved mineral constituents and some physical properties of natural waters are given in table 5.
The chemical character may limit the use of water for public supply, industrial and domestic purposes, or irrigation. Requirements vary greatly from one industry to another, and the requirements for some industries may be even more rigid than those for public supplies. The chemical character of water for public supplies is commonly judged by using the standards promulgated by the U.S. Public Health Service (1946) for water used by common carriers in interstate commerce. The average individual, however, can become adjusted to drinking water that contains most of the listed constituents in considerably higher concentrations than those specified in these standards. The standards of the Public Health Service for certain common constituents are as follows: Iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) together should not exceed 0.3 ppm (parts per million) ; magnesium (Mg) should not exceed 125 ppm; chloride (Cl) should not exceed 250 ppm; sulfate (SO4 ) should not exceed 250 ppm; and dissolved solids preferably should not exceed 500 ppm. If such water is not available, however, a dissolved-solids content of 1,000 ppm may be permitted.
Data from chemical analyses of water from 16 selected wells tapping the sandstone aquifer in the vicinity of the city of Green Bay are given in table 6. The water is of the calcium magnesium bicarbonate type, except for the water from wells Bn 23 and Bn 85 which are of the calcium magnesium sulfate type. Calcium and ir agnesium range from 49 to 78 ppm and 20 to 43 ppm, respectively, and average about 60 and 30 ppm. The water is relatively high in bicarbonate, ranging from 194 to 349 ppm and averaging about 260 ppm. Sulfate ranges from 24 to 170 ppm and averages about 60 ppm. Only 3 of the 16 wells for which chemical analyses are available contained more than 75 ppm of sulfate. In most waters nearly all the hardness is due to calcium and magnesium. All the metallic cations other than the alkali metals also cause hardness. Acids, acid-generating salts, and free carbon dioxide lower the pH. Carbonates, bicarbonates, hydroxides and phosphates, silicates, and borates raise the pH. Waters containing more than 1,000 ppm of dissolved solids are unsuitable for many purposes. Consumes soap before a lather will form. Deposits soap curd on bathtubs. w a to ox
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Objectionable amounts of iron occur in the water from some wells. The iron content is extremely variable from well to well, ranging from 0.15 to 1.5 ppm and averaging about 0.5 ppm. The water from only 6 wells, however, contained more than 0.5 ppm of iron. Manganese was not present in any of 16 samples analyzed. TS chloride content of the water is low, ranging from 4.0 to 58 ppm and averaging about 20 ppm. The nitrate content was less than 0.2 ppm in the water from the 10 wells for which analyses are available.
Fluoride in drinking water in excess of 1.5 ppm may cause mottled enamel on children's teeth, if the water is used during th 01-period of calcification of the teeth that is, roughly, during the first 6 to 8 years of life (Dean and others, 1942) . The water in the Green Bay area is relatively high in fluoride content, ranging from 0.1 to 2.4 ppm and averaging 1.6 ppm in the 16 samples analyzed. Only 4 of the samples of water contained less than 1.5 ppm of fluoride.
The dissolved-solids content of water from wells tapping the sandstone aquifer ranges from 259 to 458 ppm and averager about 320 ppm. The highest concentration of dissolved solids in water reported for any well tapping the sandstone aquifer in the Green Bay area was in water from the old railroad well at Askeaton. The well, located about 15 miles south of Green Bay, was reportedly 1,000 feet deep and yielded water containing 1,890 ppm of dissolved solids (Weidman and. Schultz, 1915) . The chief dissolved mineral constituent was calcium sulf ate.
The water from wells tapping the sandstone aquifer in the Green Bay area is very hard. The hardness of the water ranges from 205 to 344 and averages about 250 ppm.
The temperature of the water from wells tapping the, sandstone aquifer averages about 53° F.
HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SANDSTONE AQUIFER
The amount of water that can be withdrawn perennially from a ground-water reservoir depends chiefly upon the capacity of the aquifer to transmit water from the areas of recharge to the points of withdrawal, the amount of water available in the areas of recharge to replace the water that moves to points of withdrawal, and the amount of water available from storage as the water level declines.
The rate at which water is transmitted depends on the coefficient of transmissibility of the aquifer and the hydraulic gradient. The coefficient of transmissibility may be expressed as the rate of flow of water, at the prevailing temperature, in gallons per day, through a vertical section of the aquifer 1 mile wide extending the full saturated height of the aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of 1 foof per mile. It may also be expressed as the number of gallons of water a day Ma n g a n e s e (Mn) td to J28 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HYDROLOGY OF THE UNITED STATES moving through a vertical strip of the aquifer 1 foot wide under a hydraulic gradient of 1 foot per foot, or 100 percent. The volume of water that will flow each day through each mile-wide section of the aquifer, therefore, is the product of the hydraulic gradient, in feet per mile, and the coefficient of transmissibility. The amount of water available from storage as the water level declines depends on the coefficient of storage of the aquifer. The coefficient of storage is the volume of water that an aquifer releases from or takes into storage per unit of surface area of the aquifer per unit change in the component of head normal to that surface. In an artesian aquifer, the amount of water released from storage depends chiefly on the elasticity and compressibility of the aquifer and associated confining beds and of the contained water.
If geologic and hydrologic conditions are favorable, the coefficients of transmissibility and storage can be used to estimate the rate and amount of lowering in water levels to be expected at various rates and distribution of pumping. Drescher (1953, p. 25-29) made a series of short-term aquifer tests (each test lasted from about l/2 to 2i/£ days) at Green Bay and De Pere to determine the coefficients of transmissibility and storage of the sandstone aquifer. Each test consisted of pumping a well at a uniform rate of discharge and observing the amount and rate of drawdown or stopping the pump and observing the amount and rate of recovery in the pumped well and in each of several observation wells. The results of the tests were analyzed by the nonequilibrium formula (Theis, 1935) . The nonequilibrium formula is where^* "* ^12 /j/3 ,3/4 tt , 66 c6
SHORT-TERM AQUIFER TESTS
u=1.87 r*S/Tt\ _ s= drawdown, in feet, at any point of observation in the vicinity of a well discharging at a constant rate; Q= discharge, in gallons per minute; T= coefficient of transmissibility, in gallons per day per foot; r distance, in feet, from discharging well to point of observation; S= coefficient of storage, expressed as a decimal fraction; Z=time, in days, since discharge began.
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The nonequilibrium formula is based on the following assumptions: The aquifer is infinite in areal extent and is homogeneous and isotropic (transmits water in all directions with equal facility), the coefficients of transmissibility and storage are constant, the aquifer is confined between impermeable beds, the discharging well penetrates the entire thickness of the aquifer, and the discharged water is relersed from storage instantaneously with decline in head. None of these conditions are fully met in nature, and considerable judgment is necessary to decide the extent to which they apply in any particular ?rea. Despite the restrictive assumptions on which it is based, hovever, the nonequilibrium formula has been successfully applied to many problems of ground-water flow.
The coefficients of transmissibility and storage determined by Drescher (1953, p. 28 ) from the short-term aquifer tests are given in table 7. The average coefficients of transmissibility determined from the tests at Green Bay and De Pere were 10,600 and 13,600 gpd (gallons per day) per ft, respectively; the average coefficients cf storage were 0.0002 and 0.0003.
LONG-TERM AQUIFER TE8T8
COLLECTION OF DATA
The city of Green Bay discontinued pumping from its public supply wells (wells Bn 1-7, 17, 99, and 100, pi. 1) on August 11, 1957. The wells remained idle to December 31, 1960, except for a small amount of pumping in September 1957 and August 1958. Wells En 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 17, 99 , and 100 were pumped on September 20-23, 1957 , at an average combined rate of about 4,000 gpm, and well Bn 99 was pumped on August 5-21, 1958 at an average rate of about 1,100 gpm. Wells Bn 5, 6, 7, 99, and 100 are maintained in an operating condition as an emergency source of water supply and are pumped for a few minutes each week to insure that they operate satisfactorily.
The effect of the pumping by the Green Bay wells on water levels in the area in September 1957 and August 1958 is shown by the hydrographs in figures 5-8. The effect from the 4 days of pumping in September 1957 is partly obscured on some of the graphs, because the water levels were rising at a rapid rate in response to the cessation of pumping on August 11.
Before pumping was discontinued by Green Bay, measurements of water levels were begun in a network of 30 observation wells, including the 10 wells owned by Green Bay. The measurements were continued to September 1960 at frequent intervals of time in 27 of the wells. The water-level measurements were discontinued in three of the wells because of difficulties in accurately determining the levels. 690-496 O 63 3 . 00030
. 00025
The network of observation wells included 2 wells equipped with recording gages and 7 wells that had been measured periodically since 1946 as part of the Wisconsin cooperative ground-water program. In addition, water levels had been measured frequently in the wells of Green Bay since at least 1952; the measurements were made by personnel of the Green Bay Water Department with an airline and pressure gage.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
The drawdown or recovery (s in the nonequilibrium formula) represents the difference between the water level observed in ar observation well and the level that would have been observed had no change occurred in the rate of withdrawals. The water levels in wells throughout the Green Bay area had been declining for many years prior to August 11, 1957 ; thus, the recovery curves could be analyzed only for the observation wells for which adequate earlier datr, on water levels were available.
An assumption of the nonequilibrium formula is that the pumping rate is constant. The last major change in the distribution of pumping in the Green Bay area occurred in 1952 when city wells Pn 99 and Bn 100 were placed in operation. The average annual pumpage from the Green Bay public supply wells increased from 7.2 mgd in 1953 to 7.8 mgd in 1956 and the first half of 1957 ( fig. 3 ), although the seasonal variation in the rate of pumping was considerably greater (fig.  4) . The average combined pumping rate of the Green Bay wells for January 1953-August 1957 was used for the purpose of the computations. Water-level data in observation wells for the same b?se period (January 1953 -August 1957 were used in estimating the probable levels that would have occurred during the period of recovery (August 1957 -September 1960 had no change occurred in tlie rate of withdrawals in August 1957. Allowances were made for the increase in the pumping rate in 1953-57.
For the purpose of determining the coefficients of transmissibility and storage, the water pumped by the 10 Green Bay city wells was assumed to be withdrawn from a single well located at the center of the cone of depression in the piezometric surface before pumping stopped in August 1957 (pi. 4). The distribution of pumping was relatively uniform, and the location of the center of the cone of depression was at nearly the same position that it had been in 1953-57.
Ideally, the operation of pumps in an area should be stabilized and pumping rates maintained constant during an aquifer test. This requirement is generally possible for a short-term test; however, for the long-term recovery test in the Green Bay area a uniform and unvarying rate of discharge could not be maintained. The variation in the average annual pumpage was only about 0.2 mgd from August 1957 to September 1960 ( fig. 3) . Although the monthly variation was much greater, ranging from about 1.2 mgd in 1958 to 0.7 mgd in 1960, the results of the test indicate that the requirement of constant pumping in the area was met,
The sandstone aquifer consists of the St. Peter Sandstone and the sandstone of Cambrian age separated by the rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group. Geologic and hydrologic evidence indicates the rocks of the Prairie du Chien are much less permeable than either the St. Peter Sandstone or the sandstone of Cambrian age. After the pumping from the Green Bay city wells was discontinued, water levels in wells tapping only the St. Peter Sandstone recovered at r slower rate than did the water levels in wells tapping the St. Peter Sandstone, rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group, and the sandstone of Cambrian age. Owing to the low permeability of the rocks of the Prairie du Chien Group, the St. Peter Sandstone responded more slowly to changes in head than did the sandstone of Cambrian age. The recovery curves were analyzed only for the observation wells that penetrate into the sandstone of Cambrian age. The slower rate of recovery in water levels in wells tapping only the St. Peter Sandstone does not appreciably affect the usefulness of water levels of these wells in the preparation of the piezometric maps (pis. 4-6), as the differences in the rates of recovery in the two sandstone units are relatively small.
Only 10 of the 27 observation wells adequately fulfilled the assumptions of the nonequilibrium formula. Water-level data collected before the reduction in pumping were not available for 5 of the remaining 17 wells; seasonal changes in the rate of local pumping materially affected the water levels in 6 of these wells; only the St. Peter Sandstone was tapped by 3 of them; the effect of the hydrologic boundary imposed by the recharge area could not be separated from the recovery in water levels owing to the pumpage reduction in 2 wells that were situated near the recharge area; and anomalous water levels could not be accounted for in 1 well. The well (Bn 72, pi. 1, fig. 8 ) that showed anomalous water levels reportedly penetrates the entire thickness of the sandstone aquifer, although geologic information and data on the construction of the well are not available. The well penetrates the Niagara Dolomite, a prolific aquifer, and it is possible that water is moving from the sandstone aquifer into the Niagara Dolomite either through an uncased part of the hole opposite the Niagara or through a corroded well casing.
The recovery curves for the 10 selected observation wells were analyzed by means of the nonequilibrium formula to determine the coefficients of transmissibility and storage of the sandstone aquifer. The coefficients of transmissibility and storage determined from the analysis are given in table 8. The average coefficient of transmissibility is 13,000 gpd per ft and the average coefficient of storage is 0.0002. The computed coefficient of transmissibility ranges from 12,300 to 14,000 gpd per ft, and the coefficient of storage ranges from 0.0001 to 0.0004. . 0002
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED FROM SHORT-AND LONG-TERM AQUIFER TESTS
The average coefficients of transmissibility and storage obtained by Drescher (1953, p. 28 ) from aquifer tests of a few days duration and those obtained from an analysis of the 3-year recovery curves are in close agreement. The average coefficient of transmissibility obtained from the short-term tests is about 7 percent less than the coefficient determined from the long-term test; the average coefficient of storage is 25 percent greater.
It should be noted, however, that 5 of the 10 wells used in the analysis of the long-term test were also used by Drescher (1953, p. 28) in the short-term test at Green Bay. The wells for both of these tests are in the vicinity of Green Bay, where the St. Peter Sandstone is thin or absent. The average coefficient of transmissibility obtained from the short-term test at Green Bay is about 20 percent less than that obtained from the long-term test; the coefficient of storage was the sume for both tests.
The 20-percent variation in the coefficient of transmissibility determined from the short-term test at Green Bay and the long-term test is accounted for in the areal extent of the aquifer that was sampled. The short-term test sampled only a small part of the sandstone aquifer in the Green Bay area, and the St. Peter Sandstone was probably thin or absent in that part of the aquifer sampled. The long-term test sampled the sandstone aquifer throughout the Green Bay area, including areas where the St. Peter Sandstone was thick, even though the wells used in the analysis were all situated in the vicinity of Green Bry where the St. Peter Sandstone is thin or absent. Thus, the coefficient? of storage and transmissibility obtained from the short-term test at Green Bay reflect local conditions, but the coefficients determined from the long-term test may be considered to reflect regional aquifer characteristics.
The coefficient of transmissibility determined from the short-term test at De Pere was about 5 percent larger and the coefficient of storage was 50 percent larger than the coefficients obtained from the long-term test. The differences are accounted for also by the areal extent of the aquifer sampled. The St. Peter Sandstone has its maximum thickness in the area in the vicinity of De Pere and probably was thick in that part of the aquifer sampled by the short-term test. Thus, the results of the short-term test at De Pere also may be considered to reflect local aquifer characteristics. Drescher (1953, p. 28) recognized that the results of the short-term tests reflected local aquifer characteristics. He apparently assumed, however, that an average of the coefficients obtained at De Pere, where the St. Peter Sandstone is thick, and at Green Bay, where tta St. Peter is thin or absent, would represent average conditions in the sandstone aquifer in the Green Bay area. The validity of the assumption is borne out by the close agreement in the average coefficients determined from the short-and long-term aquifer tests.
A comparison of the lowering in water levels that theoretically would occur at distances of 1,000 to 25,000 feet from a well pumped continuously at 1,000 gpm for 1 year, 5 years, and 20 years, based on the average coefficients of transmissibility and storage determined from the short-and long-term aquifer tests, are shown in figure 9 . The graph is based on the assumption that the aquifer is infinite and that all the pumped water is withdrawn from storage (no recharge). Because the effects of recharge were not considered, actual reclines in water level would be smaller than those indicated by the drawdowns shown on the graph. The curves in figure 9 indicate: After 1 year of pumping the computations based on the short-term test show that drawdown would range from about 3 feet (4 percent) mor-3 at a distance of 1,000 feet from the pumped well to about 1 foot (5 percent) less at a distance of 25,000 feet than the computations bared on the long-term test; after 5 years of pumping the drawdowns wc^ild range from about 4 feet (4 percent) more at 1,000 feet to about OJ foot (0.3 percent) less at 25,000 feet; and after 20 years of pumping the drawdown would range from about 5 feet (5 percent) more at 1,000 feet to about 1 foot (2 percent) more at 25,000 feet. Thus, the differences in drawdown computed using the coefficients of transmissibility and storage obtained from the short-and long-term tests are small. 
